
WIDOCRYL-DETAIL

Detail, penetrations and roof repairs
-quick, reliable, permanent solutions

Liquid waterproofing systems
for sealing buildings
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Liquid waterproofing systems
for sealing buildings

Over 30 years of success
in new build 
and refurbishment

without any prior priming. The reinforcement covering
must be a minimum of 5 cm lap. Covering for any differ-
ent materials must be determined on a case by case
basis, but should not be less than 10 cm wide.
WIDOCRYL-Topsiegel-PM allows the material to be
colour-designed and thus to be adapted to different 
environments.

Rapid curing
Thanks to the addition of hardener, which will depend on
temperature, WIDOCRYL-Detail will cure effectively, even
at low temperatures down to – 5 ºC substrate tempera-
ture.  The material is rain-proof after as little as 15 min-
utes and will have fully cured after 30 minutes.

Approved in Europe:
WIDOCRYL-Detail is approved as a roof waterproofing
material and meets the requirements of the European Con-
struction Products Directive (CE label) and has European
technical approval (ETA).

WIDOCRYL-Detail
Liquid waterproofing systems

Roof repairs, particularly where penetrations and
openings are concerned call for a rapid and reliable
detail-related solution. For it is only the waterproof-
ing of all details which guarantees permanent water-
proofing success.

The material
The material base of WIDOCRYL-Detail is urethane-modi-
fied methyl methacrylate resin (PMMA), which, for work
on transitional features, has been made slightly thixotropic.
A polyester fleece is incapsulated for reinforcement,
which in turn determines elongation at rupture and
breaking strength and ensures a uniform layer thickness.
It is adjusted on site to the conditions of the structural
shell, thus producing an homogeneous and crack-filling
waterproofing which is permanently elastic.

Possibilities of use
Detail penetrations and all kinds of roof fixtures, e.g. pipe
openings, handrail supports and outlets, benefit from a
reliable, long-term seal with WIDOCRYL-Detail water-
proofing. WIDOCRYL-Detail will adhere to practically all
bitumen, synthetic and rubber roofing sheets currently
used for the waterproofing of roofs, and in most cases

Liquid waterproofing systems
for sealing buildings

The liquid waterproofing sealant

for flat roofs, podiums, 

detail connections 

and jointing details

WIDOPAN-FD

Liquid synthetic systems 
for the waterproofing of buildings

WIDOPUR 1K

WIDOPUR 1K is a one-component product, 
which is ready-to-use straight from the container

WIDOPUR 1K - homogeneous and fills cracks

WIDOPUR 1K - reliable to use and economical in consumption

■ For new build and renovation and repair 

■ On surfaces and for attachments and transitions - just pour once

The better way of liquid waterproofing 
– with the liquid synthetic product WIDOPUR 1K!

The one-component liquid

synthetic waterproofing 

system from WIDOPAN 

for roofs and transitions 

Refurbishment
New build

Flat roof
Podium
Balcony
Terrace
Access balcony
Parking deck
Detail connections
Green Roof

WIDOPAN Produkte GmbH
Finkenhörne 4a

21781 Cadenberge (Germany)
Telefon +49 4777 8081-0

Telefax +49 4777 8081-20
kontakt@widopan.de

www.widopan.de


